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Plaintiff Milo Yiannopoulos (“Yiannopoulos” or “Plaintiff”), by his undersigned counsel,
Meister Seelig & Fein LLP, respectfully submits this memorandum of law in opposition to the
motion by defendant Simon & Schuster, Inc. (“Simon & Schuster” or “Defendant”) to dismiss
Plaintiff’s Amended Complaint (“AC”) pursuant to CPLR 3211(a)(1) and (7).
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
Simon & Schuster moves to dismiss under CPLR 3211(a)(1), advancing an affirmative
defense — accord and satisfaction — “founded upon documentary evidence.”1 As a threshold
matter, the “documentary evidence” on which Defendant relies — correspondence between the
Defendant and Plaintiff’s book agent — does not qualify under 3211(a)(1). While authentic, it is
neither “unambiguous” nor “undeniable,” and establishes, at best, only that an accord was
allegedly offered. Normally, the proponent of an accord relies on an unambiguous document, such
as the back of an endorsed check, to show the satisfaction element. Here, Defendant relies solely
on events that allegedly did (and did not) take place after the correspondence in question to
establish Plaintiff’s alleged assent to the accord. Thus, as to a key element of the affirmative
defense — on which Defendant bears the burden of proof — Defendant relies not its documentary
evidence but on inferences it claims should be drawn from the alleged conduct and non-conduct
of Plaintiff. Reliance on dubious inferences rather than documentary evidence is improper on a
CPLR 3211(a)(1) motion founded upon “documentary evidence.” That should end the Court’s
inquiry; but even if such non-documentary, inferential evidence of the ‘satisfaction’ prong is
considered, it falls woefully short of the applicable 3211(a)(1) standard because it does not
conclusively establish the final element of Defendant’s affirmative defense.

1

Defendant half-heartedly states it is also moving under CPLR 3211(a)(7); however, it is clear that
Defendant is not, by its motion, contending that Plaintiff fails to state a claim. Rather, Defendant contends
it has an affirmative defense (accord and satisfaction) to the claims stated by Plaintiff.
[7927-1/5420218/1]
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According to Simon & Schuster, “Yiannopoulos accepted the payment [of an $80,000 book
royalty advance paid weeks before any dispute arose] — including the legal right to exploit the
work — without protest, thereby sealing the accord and satisfaction and barring this lawsuit as a
matter of centuries-old law.”2 But the “centuries-old” doctrine of “accord and satisfaction” —
while it is derived from ancient common law, coincidentally, of Yiannopoulos’ country of origin,
England — was supplanted in relevant part by legislative enactment. Here in New York, Section
15-301 of the General Obligations Law (“GOL”), for the sake of preserving the integrity of written
agreements proscribing their own oral modification, bars an accord and satisfaction where it could
otherwise be used to modify or terminate a written contract containing, as the one at issue here
does, a no-oral-modification clause. By this enactment, the New York Legislature set down a
statute of frauds applicable to contracts containing oral proscriptions against modification. The
statute bars the modification or termination of such contracts absent, with a limited exception not
applicable here, a writing signed by the party to be charged. Here, no such writing exists.
Somehow, Simon & Schuster missed the controlling statute, which is never mentioned in
Defendant’s Memo.3 GOL 15-301 mandates denial of the motion.
Regardless, the affirmative defense also fails under the looser (pre-GOL) common law
standards. While Defendant misleadingly refers to Plaintiff as having “accepted the payment,”
what the publisher really means is that Yiannopoulos failed to return a contractually required

2

Memorandum Of Law In Support Of Defendant’s Motion (“Defendant’s Memo”), at 1.

The controlling statute was not mentioned in Defendant’s previous Memorandum of Law, which
was withdrawn and superseded by a revised brief after Plaintiff served, as of right, his Amended Complaint.
The second memo’s missing the statute is particularly surprising because Plaintiff’s counsel mentioned,
during the Preliminary Conference on August 17, 2017, with Defendant’s counsel present that there was a
“statutory” bar to the accord and satisfaction defense. Rather than abandon its motion and answer the
Amended Complaint, Defendant instead renewed its dismissal motion without mentioning the statutory bar
to its alleged defense.
3

[7927-1/5420218/1]
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advance paid on the signing of the publishing agreement weeks before the dispute arose.
Defendant cites no case — and Plaintiff is aware of none — standing for the remarkable
proposition that an accord and satisfaction can be based on a contracting party’s post-dispute
inaction — a failure to return a contractually required advance paid before any dispute arose (in
contrast to the affirmative act of depositing a fresh check, the typical manner in which an accord
and satisfaction takes form).
In any event, under the publishing contract, if Defendant had terminated the agreement in
good faith on February 22, 2017, Plaintiff would not be required to return the pre-dispute advance
for 18 months. As such, Plaintiff’s “failure” to immediately return the advance only evidences his
honoring of the agreement, as written, or his belief that Defendant breached, not his acceptance of
the alleged accord. Defendant drones on about how Plaintiff’s “reservation of rights” letter came
too late.4 But why was Mr. Yiannopoulos obligated — on pain of losing his valuable contract
rights — to reserve his rights, when what he failed to do (return the advance), he had the undisputed
right not to do until August 2018? Defendant did not and cannot answer that simple question.
Plaintiff’s July 11, 2017 letter rejecting Defendant’s accord proposal was not months late, it was
many months early, and unnecessary in light of the express terms of the parties’ contract and
applicable statutory and common law.

Defendant therefore cannot rely on the Plaintiff’s

precautionary letter or its timing to bootstrap itself into an alleged accord and satisfaction defense
that fatally lacks the necessary satisfaction element.
Defendant feigns misunderstanding why Plaintiff amended his complaint to reference the
publishing agreement’s 18-month refund moratorium, contending that “keeping the $80,000,

4

Defendant’s Memo, at 4, 13.

[7927-1/5420218/1]
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without any future repayment obligations” was valid consideration.5 But the significance of the
18-month contractual moratorium is not that it somehow renders the proposed accord lacking in
consideration, but rather that Plaintiff’s inaction in not effecting an immediate return has no
probative value because he was not obligated to return the funds at termination, and still is not.
Defendant limply attempts to draw additional support for Plaintiff’s alleged acceptance of
Defendant’s accord proposal by his having self-published Dangerous. Yet, in a stand-alone
sentence independent of the accord offer, contained in the very document transmitting the offer,
Defendant immediately and unconditionally (i.e., without regard to a possible future acceptance)
“hereby” reverted to Plaintiff its publishing rights.6 What would Defendant have had Plaintiff do
if he wished to reject the accord proposal — not publish a work Simon & Schuster had rejected?
Defendant cannot escape its unconditional reversion of publishing rights. Once Defendant sent its
February 22, 2017 notice, Plaintiff was free to self-publish whether he thereafter accepted or
rejected the accord; indeed, he was dutybound to do so to mitigate damages, both under the terms
of the contract and common law. In any case, Defendant’s wrongful repudiation of the publishing
agreement discharged Plaintiff’s remaining contractual duties.
The real issue is whether Simon & Schuster properly rejected the manuscript or
pretextually did so, under pressure from third-parties, to preserve its other business relationships
and revenue streams, in violation of the terms of the parties’ publishing agreement. The Amended
Complaint clearly and concisely sets out the facts showing that Defendant breached the parties’
contract, and the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. The contract ceded to Defendant
the authority to adjudge Plaintiff’s Dangerous manuscript “editorially unacceptable” — but only

5

Defendant’s Memo, at 15.

See Defendant’s purported termination letter dated February 22, 2017, AC, Exh. I. (“We hereby
revert all right, title and interest in and to the Work”).
6

[7927-1/5420218/1]
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in its good faith judgment. Though Defendant does not now seek to escape liability arguing its
rejection was proper, it spills much ink gratuitously previewing that eventual defense. Defendant
knows fleshing out that defense implicates discovery. Because Defendant desperately seeks to
avoid disclosure of damaging emails and text messages showing that its rejection of the manuscript
was entirely pretextual, it brought a baseless “gotcha” CPLR 3211(a)(1) motion — and then fought
to stay discovery, its real goal. With the Court’s able assistance, the parties agreed to a discovery
schedule, rather than place before the Court a discovery-stay motion contrary to Commercial
Division rules. The Court should now deny the baseless motion so discovery can proceed in
accordance with the So-Ordered discovery schedule.
SUMMARY OF ALLEGED FACTS7
Plaintiff Milo Yiannopoulos, an outspoken and controversial columnist, blogger, freespeech activist and former editor at Breitbart News, entered into a written book-publishing contract
dated December 13, 2016 with Simon & Schuster (the “Agreement”) under which Simon &
Schuster agreed to publish Yiannopoulos’s book, Dangerous. (AC ¶¶ 2, 50; AC Exh. A). On
January 18, 2017, after detailed internal Simon & Schuster review of the Dangerous manuscript
(the “Manuscript”), Simon & Schuster sent to Yiannopoulos a fully executed copy of the
Agreement. (AC ¶¶ 49, 50). As the terms of the Agreement required, Simon & Schuster paid
Yiannopoulos an initial advance against book royalties of $80,000 (the “Advance”) shortly after
delivering the executed Agreement. (AC ¶ 51; AC Exh. A § 5).

7

All factual allegations are drawn from the Amended Complaint and its exhibits. See Exhibit 1 to
Affirmation of Defendant’s counsel Elizabeth McNamara. Because Defendant has moved to dismiss under
CPLR 3211, the allegations of the Amended Complaint and all favorable inferences to be drawn therefrom
must be assumed to be true, save where contradicted by documentary evidence appropriate for consideration
on such a motion. The Court is respectfully referred to the Amended Complaint and all exhibits thereto for
a complete recitation of the alleged facts.
[7927-1/5420218/1]
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The Agreement expressly provides, in bold text: “Advances shall be non-returnable
except as otherwise expressly set forth in this Agreement.” (AC ¶ 95; AC Exh. A § 5). The
Agreement sets forth two express limited exceptions to the general prohibition against return of
the Advance: (i) if Simon & Schuster determined in its good faith judgment that the Manuscript
was editorially unacceptable; or (ii) if the Manuscript was determined by Simon & Schuster in
good faith to contain libelous or obscene material, or that its publication may violate the right of
privacy, common law or statutory copyright, or any other right of any person or entity. (AC ¶¶ 97,
110-12; AC Exh. A §§ 13(d) and (e), 18). If Simon & Schuster made a good faith determination
that the Manuscript was editorially unacceptable, Section 13 of the Agreement provided that
Yiannopoulos had 18 months to return the Advance and had to mitigate damages by making
reasonable efforts to sell the Manuscript elsewhere. (AC ¶ 98; AC Exh. A § 13(e)).
At no time prior to returning the fully executed Agreement to Yiannopoulos and paying
the $80,000 Advance shortly thereafter, did Simon & Schuster editor Mitchell Ivers or anyone else
at Simon & Schuster communicate to Yiannopoulos or his book agent Thomas Flannery, in words
or substance, that the Manuscript was not acceptable for publication. (AC ¶ 53). On the contrary,
during this period and for the following month until February 20, 2017 — the day Ivers, out of the
blue, suddenly flip-flopped and orally informed Flannery that Simon & Schuster was canceling
publication of Dangerous — Simon & Schuster repeatedly indicated it was pleased with the
Manuscript and intended to move ahead with publication as quickly as possible. (Id. ¶¶ 4, 71-79).
In fact, one day earlier, on February 19, 2017, Ivers texted Yiannopoulos that he was nearly ready
to send the revised Manuscript to final copyediting and legal review. (Id. ¶ 79). “Thanks for
doing such thorough and good work” on the Manuscript, Ivers emailed Yiannopoulos on

[7927-1/5420218/1]
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February 15th. The same day, Ivers texted Yiannopoulos with effusive praise: “Don’t quote me
but you done good.” (Id. ¶ 73).
Rather than live up to the terms of its contract with Yiannopoulos, and despite pre-orders
projected to propel the book onto leading best-selling book lists, Simon & Schuster wrongfully,
and in bad faith, terminated the Agreement in violation of its terms and cancelled Dangerous under
pressure from authors, bookselling accounts, business and special-interest groups, celebrities, and
various other self-appointed censors, who disagreed with views expressed by Yiannopoulos. (Id.
¶¶ 3, 35-43). As alleged in the Amended Complaint, Simon & Schuster’s wrongful termination of
the Agreement was carried out deliberately and opportunistically in an effort to preserve its other
business relationships and to protect its own existing revenue streams instead of honoring the terms
of its Agreement with Yiannopoulos.
On February 20, 2017, Ivers called Yiannopoulos’ book agent Flannery and abruptly
informed him that Simon & Schuster was canceling the publication of Dangerous. (Id. ¶ 80). At
around 5:00 p.m. on February 20th, Ivers informed Flannery that the second draft of the Manuscript
that Yiannopoulos had delivered – rather than reflecting Yiannopoulos’ “thorough and good work”
as Ivers had stated only five days earlier – was allegedly “unacceptable” and that, because of the
“news” about Yiannopoulos that had broken earlier that day, Simon & Schuster “wouldn’t be able
to sell the book anywhere.” On the call, Ivers did not provide any details about why the Manuscript
was allegedly “unacceptable,” citing only what he referred to vaguely as Yiannopoulos’
“incendiary jokes and flippant remarks” concerning various groups of people, which Ivers stated
were “getting in the way” of what Yiannopoulos was actually saying. A brief statement publicly
released by Simon & Schuster the same day read: “After careful consideration, Simon & Schuster

[7927-1/5420218/1]
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and its Threshold Editions imprint have cancelled publication of Dangerous by Milo
Yiannopoulos.” (Id. ¶ 83).
The sudden revelation that Simon & Schuster had decided to cancel the publication of
Dangerous came immediately following a series of emails and text messages from Ivers on
February 20, 2017 expressing concern about false allegations that Yiannopoulos was imminently
going to be terminated from his editor position at Breitbart News in light of fake news reports that
had emerged, alleging that Yiannopoulos had publicly advocated pedophilia — an allegation he
had publicly and vociferously denied. (Id. ¶¶ 101, 102).8
After Ivers’ phone call on February 20, 2017 with Flannery notifying him that Simon &
Schuster was canceling the publication of Dangerous, two days passed without Simon & Schuster
notifying Flannery or Yiannopoulos of the status of their Agreement. Given that Flannery and
Yiannopoulos had received only positive feedback from Ivers on the Manuscript leading up to
February 20th, and understanding, as an attorney — as Section 38 of the Agreement provided —
that all notices must be in writing, Flannery wrote an email to Ivers (“Flannery’s February 22nd
Email”) early on the afternoon of February 22, 2017 seeking clarification of Simon & Schuster’s
intentions with respect to the Agreement. (AC ¶¶ 84, 85, AC Exh. A, § 38, AC Exh. H).
Flannery’s February 22nd Email prompted Simon & Schuster to send a formal written
termination notice (the “Termination Letter”) – later that day, February 22, 2017 – alleging, still
without any explanation or detail, that the Dangerous manuscript was “unacceptable for
publication.” It went on to declare: “This letter shall confirm that you are under no obligation to
repay the $80,000 advance to you such sum being in full satisfaction and discharge of Simon &

8

Due to a numeration error in the Amended Complaint, two Paragraphs 101 and 102 appear. The
cites referenced are to Paragraphs 101 and 102 on pages 30 and 31 of the Amended Complaint.
[7927-1/5420218/1]
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Schuster’s obligation under the Agreement.” In a separate paragraph, the Termination Letter also
stated, without any condition or embellishment: “We hereby revert all right, title and interest in
and to the Work.” (AC ¶¶ 86, 87; AC Exh. I).
Simon & Schuster canceled Dangerous based on the pretext that it was “unacceptable for
publication” despite having possessed and reviewed the Manuscript of the book for two weeks
prior to Simon & Schuster signing and delivering the executed Agreement to Yiannopoulos and
paying him the $80,000 Advance, and in spite of Ivers’ consistent praise for the Manuscript leading
up to the very eve of termination. (Id. ¶¶ 4, 71-79). Even if a good faith basis existed for
Defendant’s pretextual conclusion (there was none), Yiannopoulos had 18 months to return the
Advance. (Id. ¶ 98; AC Exh. A § 13(e)).9 Thus, even if Plaintiff was required to pay back the
Advance, which he was not, any unpaid portion of the Advance would only become due and
payable in August of 2018.10
The Termination Letter ignored Section 43 of the Agreement which required Yiannopoulos
to sign any modification of the Agreement. (AC ¶ 92; AC Exh. A § 43). It states: “This Agreement
contains the entire understanding of the parties concerning the subject matter hereof, and may not
be modified except by an instrument in writing signed by the party to be charged.” (Id.).
Yiannopoulos did not countersign Defendant’s Termination Letter or any other writing agreeing
to a modification or termination of the Agreement.

9

As of the filing of the Amended Complaint, Plaintiff had received de minimus revenues from selfpublishing Dangerous totaling approximately $3,000. (AC ¶ 99).
10

Simon & Schuster at no time has contended that the Manuscript contained libelous or obscene
material, or that its publication may violate the right of privacy, common law or statutory copyright, or any
other right of any person or entity. Thus, the 90-day period specified in Section 18 of the Agreement for
Yiannopoulos to return the Advance to Defendant under such circumstances is not applicable. (AC Exh. A
§ 18).
[7927-1/5420218/1]
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Once Defendant sent the Termination Letter, Plaintiff was not only free to self-publish, he
was dutybound to do so: under both the common law and the express terms of the Agreement,
Yiannopoulos had a duty to mitigate his damages by self-publishing. That is precisely what
Yiannopoulos did. Robust sales of Dangerous confirmed expectations for the book to appear at
or near the top of various best-seller standings, including The New York Times Bestsellers list.
Surely the sales would have been far greater had Simon & Schuster put its worldwide promotion
and distribution engine behind the book as it was obligated to do under the Agreement; any revenue
that Yiannopoulos may receive from such publication (a de minimus $3,000 to date) will hardly
begin to compensate for such damages. (AC ¶¶ 13, 99, 127).11
On July 7, 2017, Yiannopoulos initiated this action against Defendant for breach of the
Agreement and the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. On July 11, 2017, to avoid
any confusion, Plaintiff’s counsel wrote to Simon & Schuster to confirm that Yiannopoulos had
rejected the “offer” (which in any event had been expressed as a fait accompli) to resolve the
parties’ dispute made by Defendant in the Termination Letter. (Id. ¶ 101, at 29-30; AC Exh. K).
On July 28, 2017, Defendant moved to dismiss Plaintiff’s original Complaint. On August
16, 2017, Plaintiff, as was his right, served the Amended Complaint, to reflect recent events, and
calling out the provisions of the Agreement which entitled Plaintiff to retain the Advance. At a
preliminary conference on August 17, 2017, the parties stipulated to a discovery schedule.12 On

11

Dangerous has been a best seller in spite of resistance by some major booksellers to carry and/or
stock the book despite its popularity. To the extent that Simon & Schuster may have pressured such outlets
not to carry or stock Dangerous, or otherwise interfered with sales of the book, Yiannopoulos reserves the
right to further amend his Amended Verified Complaint. (AC ¶ 13, n.1).
True and correct copies of the parties’ So-Ordered discovery schedule and the Court’s Preliminary
Conference Order are attached as Exhibit A to the accompanying Affirmation of Jeffrey P. Weingart. On
September 13, 2017, pursuant to the discovery schedule, Defendant served its responses and objections to
12

[7927-1/5420218/1]
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August 29, 2017, Defendant withdrew its original motion and filed a revised motion to dismiss,
which Plaintiff now opposes.
ARGUMENT
I.

Standard of Review
A motion to dismiss under CPLR 3211(a)(1) “may be appropriately granted only where

the documentary evidence utterly refutes plaintiff’s factual allegations, conclusively establishing
a defense as a matter of law.” Goshen v. Mutual Life Ins. Co. of New York, 98 N.Y.2d 314, 326
(2002) (emphasis supplied) (motion to dismiss under CPLR 3211(a)(1) improperly granted
because documents submitted did not establish a defense as a matter of law); see also, Leon v.
Martinez, 84 N.Y.2d 83, 88 (1994) (“dismissal is warranted only if the documentary evidence
submitted conclusively establishes a defense to the asserted claims as a matter of law”).
The pleadings are afforded a liberal construction and the Court must accord plaintiffs the
benefit of every possible favorable inference. Leon, 84 N.Y.2d at 87. To warrant dismissal, a
defense grounded on documentary evidence must be a complete one, leaving no genuine triable
issues of fact. Wiener v. Spahn, 60 A.D.3d 586 (1st Dep’t 2009).
Not all documentary evidence that may be used on a CPLR 3212 motion for summary
judgment may be used on a pre-answer motion to dismiss under CPLR 3211(a)(1). To be used by
on a 3211(a)(1) motion, the documents must be “unambiguous, authentic, and undeniable.”
Granada Condo. III Assn. v. Palomino, 78 A.D.3d 996, 996-997 (2d Dep’t 2010).13

Plaintiff’s document requests. Absent further order from the Court, Defendant is required to produce
documents responsive to Plaintiff’s demands by no later than October 13, 2017.
13

Although Defendant cites CPLR 3211(a)(7) as well as (a)(1), in reality, it proceeds solely under
the latter, arguing it has an affirmative defense to Plaintiff’s claims, established (in part) by documentary
evidence. In any event, Defendant faces a heavy burden in moving to dismiss under CPLR 3211(a)(7). In
that context, the allegations of a complaint are likewise viewed in the light most favorable to plaintiff.
[7927-1/5420218/1]
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Defendant’s Motion is Defective Because It Relies on Documents Not Sufficiently
Unambiguous and Undeniable to Qualify as “Documentary Evidence” under CPLR
3211(a)(1), and, as to a Key Element, on Ambiguous, Non-Documentary Evidence
As a threshold matter, Defendant bases its accord and satisfaction defense on “documentary

evidence” not suitable for a CPLR 3211(a)(1) motion: the Termination Letter and Flannery’s
earlier February 22nd Email prompting Defendant’s letter. (AC, Exh. H, I). “As used in this
statutory provision, ‘documentary evidence’ is a ‘fuzzy term,’ and what is documentary evidence
for one purpose, might not be documentary evidence for another. To be considered ‘documentary,’
evidence must be unambiguous and of undisputed authenticity. Typically, that means judicial
records such as judgments and orders, as well as documents reflecting out-of-court transactions
such as contracts, releases, deeds, wills, mortgages and any other papers, the contents of which are
‘essentially undeniable.’” Time Equities, Inc. v. Naeringsbygg 1 Norge III AS, 50 Misc.3d
1221(A), 2016 WL 730411, at *7 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Cty. Feb. 24, 2016) (Sherwood, J.) (internal
citations omitted); see also, Palomino, 78 A.D.3d at 996-997 (the documents must be
“unambiguous, authentic, and undeniable”).
While the correspondence on which Defendant relies are referenced in and/or attached to
the Amended Complaint and therefore their “authenticity” is not disputed by Plaintiff, they remain
far from “unambiguous and undeniable.” Though Defendant’s affirmative defense is based on an
accord offer supposedly having been accepted by Plaintiff, not a word in the email from Plaintiff’s
agent suggests that Plaintiff accepted the “offer,” which in any event was made by letter after the
email. To the contrary, Flannery’s February 22nd Email simply questions whether Defendant was

Sokoloff v. Harriman Estates Dev. Corp., 96 N.Y.2d 409, 414 (2001). All allegations must be “given the
benefit of every possible favorable inference.” Brathwaite v. Manhattan Children’s Psych. Ctr., 70 A.D.2d
810 (1st Dep’t 1979). The pleadings must be construed so broadly and liberally that every intendment and
fair inference must be resolved in the pleader’s favor. Carlinger v. Carlinger, 21 A.D.2d 656 (1st Dep’t
1964). So long as the pleading states a cause of action cognizable under law, a motion to dismiss should
be denied. World Wide Adjustment Bureau v. Edward S. Gordon Co., 111 A.D.2d 98 (1st Dep’t 1985).
[7927-1/5420218/1]
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terminating the Agreement, which in turn prompted the Termination Letter’s accord offer. As a
matter of law, these documents — while appropriate for consideration at trial, and possibly on a
later-stage summary judgment motion if sufficiently clear depositional evidence is adduced — are
not sufficiently unambiguous and undeniable to form the basis for a pre-answer motion to dismiss
based on documentary evidence under CPLR 3211(a)(1). This should end the Court’s inquiry.
But, beyond these ambiguous documents, Defendant relies on inferences it claims should
be drawn from conduct (or more accurately, alleged inaction) on the part of Plaintiff following this
ambiguous exchange of correspondence, to make out a key element of its affirmative defense:
Plaintiff’s alleged acceptance of the accord offer, and his supposed performance or satisfaction,
are, according to Defendant, evidenced by events (or the non-occurrence of events) after the
exchange of correspondence.

Stated differently, putting aside whether the “documentary

evidence” qualifies as such, Defendant’s motion is not based solely on the correspondence in
question, as it would be had the correspondence within its four corners evidenced Plaintiff’s
consent to the accord. Defendant relies on dubious inferences it claims should be drawn from
events taking place — or, more accurately, not taking place — after the exchange of
correspondence, e.g., Plaintiff’s failure to return the $80,000 Advance — to make out the essential
element of Plaintiff’s consent to the accord by his performance thereof, i.e., the satisfaction.
Defendant’s motion is thus not based — at least in key part — on what it proffers as
“documentary evidence,” but rather on inferences it draws from inaction (the non-return of funds)
and action (the self-publishing of Dangerous), on Plaintiff’s part, which inaction and action it
argues demonstrate that key element. The CPLR 3211(a)(1) motion therefore fails, as a threshold
matter, because a key element of the affirmative defense is not based on documentary evidence,
but rather on inconclusive inferences it argues should be drawn from Plaintiff’s conduct and non-
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conduct. Such ambiguous, inferential, non-documentary evidence, at the earliest, is appropriately
considered on a summary judgment motion under CPLR 3212.
III.

Defendant’s Accord and Satisfaction Defense is Barred by Section 15-301 of the
New York General Obligations Law and Otherwise Fails under Common Law
A. GOL 15-301 Defeats the Motion
Though Defendant moves to dismiss based on a common law “accord and satisfaction,” it

missed the single governing statute, New York General Obligations Law (“GOL”) Section 15-301,
which here bars this affirmative defense.
An accord and satisfaction, as its name implies, has two components: an “accord” is an
agreement that a stipulated performance will be accepted, in the future, in lieu of an existing claim,
while execution of the agreement is a “satisfaction.” See Denburg v. Parker Chapin Flattau &
Klimpl, 82 N.Y.2d 375 (1993). In nearly all accord and satisfaction cases, the parties are resolving
a disputed claim in the absence of a written agreement: goods or services are ordered and sold, a
dispute arises as to their quality or quantity, and the buyer tenders a fresh compromise payment,
making clear the seller’s acceptance of the reduced payment fully resolves the disputed claim.
Where the parties enter into a written contract proscribing oral modifications, as the
Agreement here does, GOL 15-301 applies, which provides in relevant part:
1. A written agreement or other written instrument which contains
a provision to the effect that it cannot be changed orally, cannot
be changed by an executory agreement unless such executory
agreement is in writing and signed by the party against whom
enforcement of the change is sought or by his agent.
2. A written agreement or other written instrument which contains
a provision to the effect that it cannot be terminated orally,
cannot be discharged by an executory agreement unless such
executory agreement is in writing and signed by the party against
whom enforcement of the discharge is sought, or by his agent,
and cannot be terminated by mutual consent unless such
termination is effected by an executed accord and satisfaction
[7927-1/5420218/1]
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other than the substitution of one executory contract for another,
or is evidenced by a writing signed by the party against whom it
is sought to enforce the termination, or by his agent.
New York’s highest court has recognized and given full effect to GOL 15-301. See Rose
v. Spa Realty Assocs., 42 N.Y.2d 338 (1977); DFI Commc’ns v. Greenberg, 41 N.Y.2d 602, 606607 (1977). In Rose, the Court summarized the impact of GOL 15-301:
Parties to a written agreement who include a proscription against
oral modification are protected by subdivision 1 of section 15-301
of the General Obligations Law. Any contract containing such a
clause “cannot be changed by an executory agreement unless such
executory agreement is in writing and signed by the party against
whom enforcement . . . is sought.” Put otherwise, if the only proof
of an alleged agreement to deviate from a written contract is the oral
exchanges between the parties, the writing controls. Thus, the
authenticity of any amendment is ensured.
42 N.Y.2d at 343 (quoting DFI Commc’ns, 41 N.Y.2d at 606-607).
Where, as here, the disputed claim arises under a written contract containing a clause
barring oral modifications, GOL 15-301 supplants the common law, laying down, in effect, a
special statute of frauds governing modifications to such written contracts, thus giving effect to
the contracting parties’ intent by enforcing the contractual proscription against oral modifications.
Because Defendant missed the governing statute, it never addressed whether its
Termination Letter proposed a modification to the Agreement (implicating GOL 15-301(1)) or its
termination (implicating GOL 15-301(2)). That said, it is clear Defendant’s notice constituted a
proposed modification. However it is characterized, the statute bars the defense.
1. GOL 15-301(1) Mandates a Writing Signed by Plaintiff
Defendant’s Termination Letter constitutes an attempted modification of the Agreement.
As the Amended Complaint alleges, and as Defendant acknowledges, Plaintiff received the
Advance in mid-January 2017. AC ¶¶ 18, 50, 51; Defendant’s Memo at 3-4. Approximately one

[7927-1/5420218/1]
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month later, Defendant delivered to Plaintiff the Termination Letter, in which Defendant declared
(rather than offered) that Plaintiff was relieved of its stated contractual obligation to repay the
Advance (albeit, though never mentioned, after 18 months) in exchange for a “full satisfaction and
discharge” of the Agreement. (AC ¶¶ 86-94; Defendant’s Memo at 6). Viewed as an offer rather
than the unilateral declaration it was, Defendant’s Termination Letter constituted a proposal to
modify the Agreement in several ways.
First, at the end of Section 5 of the Agreement (entitled “Advance”), which sets forth the
advances Plaintiff was to receive (and includes the $80,000 Advance received by Plaintiff in
January 2017 upon signing the Agreement), the following bold text appears: “Advances shall be
non-returnable except as otherwise expressly set forth in this Agreement.” (AC Exh. A § 5).
Section 13(e) of the Agreement later addresses Plaintiff’s limited obligation to return advances:
(e) In the event of termination of this Agreement because the
revised complete manuscript is unacceptable to the Publisher, the
Author . . . shall make reasonable commercial efforts to sell the
Work elsewhere, and the Author shall be obligated to repay all sums
advanced hereunder; but for a period of 18 months after termination
of this Agreement such obligation shall be limited to repayment
from the first (and all) proceeds of any contracts with others
concerning the rights in the Work granted Publisher under this
Agreement . . . . At the end of the 18-month period any sums that
have not been repaid or recovered from other sums due to Author
shall become immediately due and payable to the Publisher.
(AC ¶ 96; AC Exh. A § 13(e)) (emphasis in original). Thus, under Section 5, any “Advance” is
generally non-returnable; where, however, Defendant properly terminates the Agreement because
there is a good faith basis to determine that the manuscript is editorially “unacceptable,” Plaintiff
has an 18-month period in which to return such advances pursuant to Section 13(e).
In sum, under Plaintiff’s position — that Defendant did not properly terminate — he had
no obligation to return the Advance and Defendant remained obligated under the Agreement, while

[7927-1/5420218/1]
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in Defendant’s view, the Agreement was properly terminated and Plaintiff was obligated to return
the Advance in 18 months. But, under neither party’s reading, could the Agreement have been
duly terminated yet entitle Plaintiff to keep the Advance. Thus, the Termination Letter constituted
an executory proposal to modify the terms of the Agreement so that Plaintiff was relieved of his
stated contractual obligation to return the Advance 18 months after a proper termination, and
instead, permitted Plaintiff to keep the Advance — and self-publish — in exchange for “full
satisfaction and discharge” of the Agreement.
Under GOL 15-301(1), the Termination Letter’s executory proposal to modify the
Agreement, a contract indisputably containing a no-oral-modification clause in Section 43, is
unenforceable unless evidenced by a writing signed by “the party against whom enforcement of
the change is sought,” i.e., Plaintiff. Here, there is no such writing signed by Plaintiff. Flannery’s
February 22nd Email is not signed by Plaintiff (or Flannery), pre-dates the Termination Letter and
does not purport to evidence Plaintiff’s agreement to the later-offered accord. Because GOL § 15301(1) bars Defendant’s accord and satisfaction defense, its motion to dismiss should be denied.
2. GOL 15-301(2) Mandates “Mutual Consent”
Notably, Defendant’s affirmative defense is not the typical (if not universal) accord and
satisfaction case in which the defendant tendered a fresh payment. In such cases — essentially all
other accord and satisfaction cases — the defendant’s fresh extra-contractual payment can be said
to constitute a proposal to “terminate” the parties’ agreement. But, here, because Defendant was
offering to relieve Plaintiff of his purported obligation to return the contractually-required, predispute Advance, the Termination Letter’s offer must be considered a proposed “modification” of
the Agreement. As stated above, such a proposed executory modification is barred by GOL 15301(1) absent a writing signed by Plaintiff. Yet, even if Defendant contends that its Termination

[7927-1/5420218/1]
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Letter proposed a termination (not a modification) of the Agreement, GOL § 15-301(2) would still
apply, barring the defense.
Under Section 15-301(2), for the termination of an agreement containing a no-oralmodification provision to be effective, the termination must either be: (1) “in writing and signed
by the party against whom enforcement of the discharge is sought, or by his agent”; or (2) by
“mutual consent” of the parties as evidenced by a fully executed accord and satisfaction. Because
no writing exists signed by Plaintiff agreeing to any proposed termination, Defendant is foreclosed
from relying on the first statutory condition. Nor can Defendant contend that the Agreement was
terminated upon the “mutual consent” of the parties, as evidenced by an executed accord.
As stated above, Defendant’s “documentary evidence” does not establish Plaintiff’s
consent to the proposed accord. Indeed, it could not; Flannery’s February 22nd Email pre-dates (in
fact, it prompted) Defendant’s Termination Letter setting forth, for the first time, the proposed
accord. In consequence, Defendant relies solely upon Plaintiff’s inaction (not returning the
Advance immediately) and action (self-publishing Dangerous) after the accord was offered as
supposed evidence of Plaintiff’s assent to the proposed accord. But both the inaction and action
are easily — indeed convincingly — explained other than by the theory that Plaintiff, in so not
doing and so doing, was consenting to the accord.
As a result, material issues of fact exist that would prevent summary judgment in
Defendant’s favor based on its accord and satisfaction defense; a fortiori, Defendant falls woefully
short of the far higher bar it must meet on a CPLR 3211(a)(1) motion: that the documents (here
the relevant evidence is not even documentary, as stated above) “conclusively establish” all the
elements of Defendant’s affirmative defense. See Goshen v. Mutual Life Ins. Co. of New York, 98
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N.Y.2d 314, 326 (2002) (documentary evidence must utterly refute plaintiff’s allegations and,
conclusively establish a defense as a matter of law).
Defendant limply proffers that Plaintiff “accepted the $80,000 compromise without protest
or reservation of any rights.” (Defendant’s Memo at 6). But Plaintiff’s failure to immediately
return the $80,000 Advance does not evidence his assent to the proposed termination because, as
Defendant concedes, the Agreement explicitly permitted Plaintiff to hold onto the Advance for 18
months, even if Plaintiff agreed that Defendant had in good faith, not pretextually, rejected the
manuscript and terminated the Agreement. (AC Exh. A §13(d); Defendant’s Memo at 5). Given
that the Agreement did not require the immediate return of the Advance, it cannot be said that
Plaintiff’s performance of the Agreement’s terms, without some explicit reservation of rights, was
done at Plaintiff’s peril.
Defendant also speciously argues that Plaintiff’s self-publishing his book constitutes
“evidence” that he consented to the Termination Letter’s proposal. This is just more of the same
“gotcha” nonsense. Yiannopoulos put a massive effort into writing an 80,000-word manuscript.
What was he supposed to do when Simon & Schuster rejected the Manuscript and terminated?
Throw it in the trash? According to Defendant, once they sent their unilateral termination notice,
and “accord” offer, if Yiannopoulos did anything other than burn his hard work, he did so at his
peril: publishing Dangerous, according to Defendants, was an acceptance of the reversion of the
publishing rights offered by Simon & Schuster. (Defendant’s Memo at 15).
This argument is so preposterous it scarcely survives its own statement. In the first
instance, the last sentence of the Termination Letter is absolutely unconditional and immediately
self-executing: “We hereby revert all right, title and interest in and to the Work.” (Emphasis
added.)

Having terminated the Agreement, Defendant abandoned Dangerous regardless of
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whether Plaintiff “accepted” the accord; indeed, the reversion, having taking place “hereby,”
necessarily occurred before Plaintiff could either accept or reject the accord offer, since it was
contained in and effected by the very document that transmitted the offer. Mr. Yiannopoulos’
self-publication of Dangerous evidenced nothing other an author’s attempt to deal with the reality
of a wrongfully terminated publishing contract.
In fact, under Section 13(e) of the Agreement, Plaintiff was expressly required to mitigate
damages by making reasonable commercial efforts to sell his book elsewhere, and obligated to
repay the Advance from any payments he received as a result of his efforts to publish elsewhere.
Plaintiff’s duty to mitigate damages also arises under common law. See, e.g., Brushton-Moira
Cent. Sch. Dist. v. Fred H. Thomas Assocs., P.C., 91 N.Y.2d 256, 262-63 (1998) (“the injured
party has a duty to mitigate damages”). Plaintiff’s self-publishing Dangerous evidences that the
parties were in a dispute, not that they had resolved one.14 Plaintiff recognized that his publishing
contract had been wrongfully terminated and that he had to self-publish to put his life’s work to
productive use.
To recap, the accord proposed was an executory contractual modification, which is barred
under GOL 15-301(1), absent a writing signed by Plaintiff, and here there is none. Even if the
accord is viewed charitably as a proposed termination, GOL 15-301(2) would still bar the defense.
There is no precedent for post-accord inaction evidencing Plaintiff’s consent — not returning the

14

Even if Defendant did not abandon its rights to the Manuscript, the doctrine of anticipatory breach
relieved Plaintiff from any further obligation to continue to perform under the Agreement after Defendant’s
repudiation. See Am. List Corp. v. U.S. News and World Report, Inc., 78 N.Y.2d 38, 44 (1989) (“the doctrine
relieves the nonrepudiating party of its obligation of future performance and entitles that party to recover
the present value of its damages from the repudiating party’s breach of the total contract”). Here, Defendant
repudiated the Agreement when its Termination Letter stated that Defendant would not publish the
Manuscript and did not provide a good faith basis for that determination, which constitutes a breach of the
terms of the Agreement. Accordingly, Defendant’s wholesale repudiation discharges all of Plaintiff’s
contractual obligations under the Agreement.
[7927-1/5420218/1]
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Advance was permitted by the Agreement as written; and Plaintiff was free, indeed dutybound, to
engage in the post-accord action of self-publishing once Defendant sent its Termination Letter
unconditionally reverting the work. In all events, neither the post-accord action nor inaction relied
upon by Defendant is “unequivocally referable” to a termination or modification of the
Agreement15 and neither, as argued below, conclusively establishes the elements of the accord and
satisfaction.
B. Regardless, Defendant’s Evidence Does Not Come Close to Establishing an
Accord and Satisfaction Affirmative Defense under the Common Law
“Accord and satisfaction is an affirmative defense which must be proven by the party
asserting the claim.” Conboy, McKay, Bachman & Kendall v. Armstrong, 110 A.D.2d 1042 (4th
Dep’t 1985). “The party asserting the affirmative defense of accord and satisfaction must establish
that there was [1] a genuine dispute regarding [2] an unliquidated claim between the parties which
they [3] mutually resolved through [4] a new contract discharging all or part of their obligations
under the original contract.” Trans World Grocers, Inc. v. Sultana Crackers, Inc., 257 A.D.2d
616, 617 (2d Dep’t 1999). Under CPLR 3211(a)(1), Defendant must marshal documentary
evidence that not only conclusively establishes all elements of an accord and satisfaction defense,

15

The New York Court of Appeals in Rose held that GOL 15-301’s mandate that an oral modification
of a written contract containing a proscription against oral modifications, be evidenced by a writing signed
by the party against whom it is sought to be enforced, may be avoided in two circumstances (neither of
which is present here): (i) where the conduct of the parties demonstrates “partial performance” of the alleged
modification; or (ii) where a party “has induced another’s significant and substantial reliance” on the alleged
modification (i.e., promissory estoppel). Rose, 42 N.Y.2d at 343-344. Critical to these exceptions, however,
is that any such conduct must be “unequivocally referable to the oral modification” alleged. Id. Here,
neither the inaction of failing to immediately return the Advance nor self-publishing Dangerous is
unequivocally referable to the modification or termination of the Agreement, as detailed above. To the
contrary, such inaction and action are referable to the existing Agreement, without modification or
termination, and to the Plaintiff’s rejection of Defendant’s accord proposal.
[7927-1/5420218/1]
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such evidence must also conclusively satisfy the requirements of GOL 15-301. Defendant’s motion
fails to meet this high standard.
Here, as argued above, because the Agreement contains a no-oral-modification clause,
Defendant must either adduce a writing signed by Plaintiff or documentary evidence that the
Agreement was terminated on “mutual consent” by an executed accord and satisfaction. There is
no writing signed by Plaintiff. Nor has Defendant proffered evidence (documentary or otherwise)
conclusively establishing a termination on mutual consent. As argued above, Defendant’s
evidence on “mutual consent” to terminate is charitably described as ambiguous (and uncharitably
as evidencing Plaintiff’s rejection of the accord), and in all events, is inferential and nondocumentary in nature.
Indeed, Defendant advances facts that defeat its affirmative defense.

“Accord and

satisfaction requires the existence of an actual dispute, manifested by a specific demand by the
alleged creditor and an express, good-faith disagreement with that demand by the debtor.”
Rosenthal v. Quadriga Art, Inc., 105 A.D.3d 507, 508 (1st Dep’t 2013). “A genuine dispute
requires that the debtor give notice of the dispute prior to tendering a partial payment in full
satisfaction.” Trans World Grocers, Inc., 257 A.D.2d at 617 (emphasis added). Yet here,
Defendant admits that the $80,000 Advance was paid weeks before the dispute arose. See Echostar
Satellite L.L.C. v. ESPN, Inc., 79 A.D.3d 614, 619–20 (1st Dep’t 2010) (finding no accord and
satisfaction when party could not have known when it accepted payments that the other party was
conditioning such acceptance on a relinquishment of future claims).
In all instances where an accord and satisfaction defense is validly asserted, the party
advancing the accord delivers a fresh check to the counterparty, who then deposits that payment
— affirmative conduct evidencing “satisfaction” of the accord. Here, not only is there no fresh
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payment, the “satisfaction” conduct is actually non-conduct, i.e., the failure to return a pre-accord
contractually required payment made well before any dispute had arisen. Making this non-conduct
even less probative, here, the inaction was explicitly permitted by the Agreement, as written, in
that it did not require the return of the Advance for 18 months. Defendant’s entire theory collapses
onto itself.
Not one of the cases cited by Defendant involved an accord and satisfaction based on a
party’s inaction in not refunding funds paid prior to the attempted accord.16 See 1 C.J.S. Accord
and Satisfaction § 22 (“Mere inaction, by way of failure to assert or enforce a right promptly, is
not sufficient to constitute or effect an accord and satisfaction”). It makes sense that past
consideration — such as the Advance paid to Plaintiff weeks prior to Defendant’s reneging on the
Agreement — should not constitute an accord and satisfaction. It has never been the law in New
York that a contracting party forfeits his breach of contract claim by failing to return a payment
made before the dispute arose. See, e.g., Envtl. Prods. & Servs., Inc. v. Consol. Rail Corp., 285
A.D.2d 700, 702 (3d Dep’t 2001) (holding that where defendant claimed a partial payment

16

Every single one of the cases cited by Defendant involve new funds being tendered in
contemplation of the accord and satisfaction. See, e.g., Horn Waterproofing Corp. v. Bushwick Iron & Steel
Co., 66 N.Y.2d 321 (1985) (check tendered and cashed); Merrill Lynch Realty/Carll Burr, Inc. v. Skinner,
63 N.Y.2d 590 (1984) (check tendered and cashed); Rosenblatt v. Birnbaum, 16 N.Y.2d 212 (1965) (check
tendered and cashed); Schuttinger v. Woodruff, 259 N.Y. 212 (1932) (check tendered and cashed); Schnell
v. Perlmon, 238 N.Y. 362 (1924) (check tendered and cashed); Nassoiy v. Tomlinson, 148 N.Y. 326 (1896)
(check tendered and cashed); Nationwide Registry & Sec., Ltd. v. B & R Consultants, Inc., 4 A.D.3d 298
(1st Dep’t 2004) (check tendered and cashed); Moweta v. Citywide Home Improvements of Queens, Inc.,
267 A.D.2d 438 (2d Dep’t 1999) (post-dispute payment received and accepted); Sarbin v. Southwest Media
Corp., 179 A.D.2d 567 (1st Dep’t 1992) (check tendered and cashed); Carlton Credit Corp. v. Atl. Ref. Co.,
12 A.D.2d 613 (1st Dep’t 1960) aff’d, 10 N.Y.2d 723 (1961) (check tendered and cashed); Wallach v.
Manhattan Athletic Club of Am., 162 N.Y.S. 237 (1st Dep’t 1916) (post-dispute payment received and
accepted); Barnes v. Mruvka, 55 Misc. 3d 1204(A), 2017 N.Y. Slip. Op. 50390(U) (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Cty.,
Feb. 24, 2017) (check tendered and cashed); IIG Capital LLC v. Morgan Stanley & Co. Inc., No.
0600756/2007, 2008 WL 627589, 2008 N.Y. Slip Op. 30599(U) (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Cty., Feb. 21, 2008) (check
tendered and cashed); Dover Plumbing & Heating Corp. v. Graymark Estates, Inc., 111 N.Y.S.2d 521 (N.Y.
Mun. Ct. 1952) (check tendered and cashed); Famous Music Corp. v. Seeco Records, Inc., 201 F. Supp.
560 (S.D.N.Y. 1961) (check tendered and cashed).
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occurred prior to the plaintiff’s alleged agreement to compromise the claim, “there is no accord
since there is no agreement that a stipulated performance will be accepted in the future, in lieu of
an existing claim and, therefore, execution, in order to satisfy the accord, could not occur”); see
also Echostar Satellite LLC, 79 A.D.3d at 620; Trans World Grocers Inc., 257 A.D.2d at 616.
Defendant’s contention that Plaintiff consented to and satisfied the accord by failing to
return the Advance lacks any basis in law. 17 Under Defendant’s warped interpretation of the
accord and satisfaction doctrine, a debtor can unilaterally extinguish a creditor’s rights by simply
sending a notice to the creditor stating that the creditor’s claims are relinquished unless the creditor
returns a prior pre-dispute payment. This is precisely the sort of abuse the Legislature intended to
prevent when it enacted a special statute of frauds (GOL 15-301) to protect parties who took the
care to enter into written contracts proscribing oral modifications.
“The imposition of an accord and satisfaction on the creditor against his will can be
justified only where his taking the check would be tortious except on the assumption of a taking
in full satisfaction.” Manley v. Pandick Press, Inc., 72 A.D.2d 452, 456 (1st Dep’t 1980). Here,
Plaintiff had the right to keep the non-returnable Advance under the express terms of the
Agreement without Defendant’s self-serving offer. Plaintiff would only be required to return the
Advance if Defendant made a good faith determination (which it did not) that the Manuscript was
unacceptable for publication, at which point, Plaintiff still had another 18 months to repay the
Advance. Accordingly, there is no scenario by which Plaintiff’s retention of the Advance could

17

Defendant cites to a litany of cases where the accord recipient took the new money and attempted
to reserve his rights too late. Unlike in those cases, Defendant tendered its alleged accord payment weeks
before a dispute arose, and, in any event, under the express terms of the Agreement, Plaintiff had, at a
minimum, 18 months to return the Advance. His “failure” to reserve his right not to return funds he had no
contractual obligation to return is meaningless. See Sarbin, 179 A.D.2d 567 (post-dispute check tendered
and deposited); Barnes v. Mruvka, 55 Misc. 3d 1204(A) (post-dispute check tendered and deposited); IIG
Capital LLC, 2008 WL 627589 (post-dispute check tendered and deposited).
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be considered a conversion of Defendant’s property, prior to the expiration of the 18-month period.
See Consol. Edison Co. of New York v. Jet Asphalt Corp., 132 A.D.2d 296, 303 (1st Dep’t 1987)
(“when the final bill was rendered, no controversy yet existed as to the amount due such that
payment by defendant and acceptance by plaintiff can be deemed an accord and satisfaction”).
CONCLUSION
Defendant’s motion is procedurally defective; it is based in part on ambiguous documents
not suitable for use on a CPLR 3211(a)(1) motion and in part on non-documentary evidence:
inferences Defendant claims should be drawn from events that did and did not take place after the
correspondence on which Defendant relies. Defendant missed GOL 15-301(1), which altogether
bars an accord and satisfaction where, as here, the executory accord sought to “modify” a written
contract proscribing oral modifications, absent a writing signed by the party to be charged. GOL
15-301(2) bars an accord and satisfaction to “terminate” such a contract save upon “mutual
consent.” Here, even if the accord is charitably viewed as a termination, there is no probative
evidence of mutual consent, let alone evidence that conclusively establishes such consent.
In any event, there is no common-law precedent for an accord and satisfaction based on a
party’s failure to return a contractually specified payment made before the dispute arose.
Defendant’s motion should be denied, so that the parties can proceed to discovery.

Dated: New York, New York
September 18, 2017

MEISTER SEELIG & FEIN LLP
By: /s/ Jeffrey P. Weingart
Jeffrey P. Weingart, Esq.
Stephen B. Meister, Esq.
Eugene Meyers, Esq.
125 Park Avenue, 7th Floor
New York, New York 10017
Tel: (212) 655-3500
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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